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The following results are proved: (1) X be either a locally convex Lusin space’ 
or a locally convex metrizable (not necessarily separable) space, let f be a weakly 
upper semicontinuous random multimapping defined on a convex compact 
subspace of X taking convex weakly compact values and satisfying the Brow- 
der-Halpern’s “inward” condition. Then F has a fixed point. (2) In an arbitrary 
metric space, a continuous random multimapping f (with stochastic complete 
domain) has fixed points, whenever the corresponding deterministic fixed point 
theorem for r holds. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The problem of fixed points for random mappings was studied for the first 
time in 1955-1956 by Spaeek [ 121 and Hang [7] in the context of Fredholm 
integral equations with random kernel. The interest in this problem has been 
recently revived after the appearance of the review article [3]. Answers to 
several questions put in this article have been provided by some authors. 
Random versions of Nadler’s and of Bohnenblust-Karlin’s theorems were 
obtained in [6, lo].* Several fixed point theorems for random multimappings 
of contraction type without continuity hypothesis were proved in [ 111. 
In the present paper we shall first establish two random fixed point 
theorems for upper semicontinuous multimappings atisfying an “inward” 
’ A topological space X is called a Lusin space if it is separated and if there exist a Polish 
space P and a bijective continuous mapping of P onto X (N. Bourbaki, “Topologie g(?nbrale,” 
Chapitre IX. 1974). 
*These papers came to the attention of the author only after the present article had been 
prepared. Theorem 4.3 was obtained by Engle under the hypothesis that the underlying space 
is separable and complete. The notion of separability of a multimapping had been indepen- 
dently introduced by Engle and the author [6. I I], but the terminology used in the present 
paper is that of Engle. 
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condition, introduced earlier by Browder, Ky Fan and Halpern (see, e.g.. 
181). The proof of these results is based on recent works of Hoang Tuy on 
combinatorial methods for finding fixed points [8, 91. 
Next, we sall establish some other general random fixed point theorems 
for continuous multimappings in an arbitrary metric space. 
Let X be a Hausdorff uniform space. Denote by C(X) the family of all 
complete nonempty subsets of X, and by 5?(X) the Bore1 tribe in X. 
By a multimapping from a set T into X we mean a mapping f: T -+ C(X). 
Let r be a multimapping from a topological space T into X. We say that 
r is upper semicontinuous (lower semicontinuous) if for every t E T and 
every entourage W in X there exists a neighborhood U of t such that 
r(t’) c W(r(t)) (resp. r(t) c W(r(t’))) for every t’ E U, where W(A) = 
( y E X: (x. y) E W, x E A }. We say that r is continuous if it is 
simultaneously upper and lower semicontinuous. It should be noted that for 
multimappings taking compact values these definitions coincide with those 
given in [2, 41. 
It is easily seen that if (X, d) is a metric space, the continuity off means 
that r is continuous when regarded as a single-valued mapping from T into 
C(X) endowed with the Hausdorff distance associated with d. 
Let (Q,..S) be a measurable space. r: Q + 2“ a multimapping. For any 
subset A of X denote by f-(A) the set (w E R: r(w)n A # 0). 
We say that r is measurable (measurable in the weak sense) iff 
T-(B) E 3 for any Bore1 (resp., open) subset B of X. 
We say that I- is strictly measurable (strictly measurable in the weak 
sense) if it is measurable (resp., measurable in the weak sense) and its range 
is contained in a separable subspace of X. (In what follows, when no 
confusion can arise, we shall simply say “measurable” instead of “strictly 
measurable.“) 
Recall that if X is a Polish space and if 3 is complete, then all the four 
notions of measurability introduced above coincide [4, Prop. III. 13, Theorem 
111.221. 
Further, we say that I‘ is p-measurable if T-(x) ES” for every x E X; is 
separable iff there exists a countable subset Z c X such that for each w E R: 
F(U) n Z = F(o), where A denotes the closure of A [6]. 
Let (a,%), X be as above and let Y be a Hausdorff uniform space. 
F: R -+ 2.” a p-measurable multimapping. We say that I- is a random 
(random in the weak sense, strictly random, strictly random in the weak 
sense, resp.) multimapping from the stochastic domain F into Y, iff it is a 
multimapping from Graph F 4 { ( w, x) E R, X: x E F(w)} into Y such that 
for each x E X the multimapping r(., x) defined on F-(x), is measurable 
(measurable in the weak sense, strictly measurable, strictly measurable in the 
weak sense, resp.). 
A fixed point of a random (random in the weak sense,...) multimapping r 
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from teh stochastic domain F into X is, by definition, a strictly measurable 
mapping x(.): J2 + X such that 
-W) E F(o), 
4~) E F(w -x(o)) 
(1.1) 
everywhere on 8. 
If (R, S, p) is a measured space, then we require only that (1.1) holds p- 
almost everywhere on R. It is known that if (O,Z,p) is a measured space 
with p o-finite, and if x(.) is a .3?,,-measurable mapping taking values in a 
separable metrizable subspace of X then there exists a &measurable 
mapping x*(.) coinciding with x(.) p-almost everywhere on R, where 2, 
denotes the p-completion of S. For this reason, instead of considering a 
measured space (Q,%,p) which is not necessarily complete, we shall 
consider a measurable space (Q, ST) with 3T, possibly complete. 
Let (Q,.S’), X, Y, F be given as above. A random (random in the weak 
sense,...) multimapping from the stochastic domain F into Y will be said to 
be continuous (upper se&continuous, lower semicontinuous) if for each 
w E 0, the multimapping T(o, .) is continuous (upper semicontinuous, lower 
semicontinuous, resp.) on F(w). 
2. SOME PROPOSITIONS ON MEASURABLE CHOICE 
In this section, we shall establish some propositions which will be utilized 
later. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (R, X) be a measurable space, (X, d) a metric 
space, ok(.): R +X (k = 1,2,...) strictly measurable mappings such that for 
each o E f2, the sequence {u~(o)}~‘, is relatively compact and the set L(W) 
of all its limit points is compact. 
Then the multimapping L: o H L(w) is strictly measurable in the weak 
sense. 
Proof By the hypothesis, on the sequence {uk(.))lp,,, the range of L is 
separable. It sufftces to prove that L-(E) E ST for any closed subset E of X 
[4, Prop. III.1 11. Putting 
G,= (xEX,d(x,E)< l/m} 
we have 
L-(E) = fi fi c ok(G,,J. 
m=l p=l k>p 
(2.1) 
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Indeed, if w E L-(E), there exists x,, E L(o)n E. Hence for each m E N, 
and each p E N there exists k >p such that d(u,J~), x0) < l/m, which means 
that w0 E a;(G,). Conversely, let w belong to the right-hand side of (2.1). 
For each m E r\l, there exists an integer k,,, > m such that w,, E ak,(G,). 
Since b~~,(~)}~~, is relatively compact and E is closed, it follows 
immediately that L(u) n E # 0, i.e., w0 E L-(E). 
COROLLARY. Let (Q, S) be a measurable space, X, Y two metric spaces, 
F: 0 +X a separable, p-measurable multimapping and l? Graph F + 2x a 
multimapping taking compact values in Y. Suppose that 
1. for each LC) E 0, T(o, .) is upper semicontinuous on F(o); 
2. for each x E X, f( ., x), considered as a multimapping defined on 
F-(x), admits a strictly measurable section. 
Then for every measurable section x(.) of F, the multimapping 
w++ T(w, x(w)) has a strictly measurable section. 
Proof. Observe that there exists a sequence (x,J.)}~=, of simple3 
measurable sections f F converging pointwise to x(.). Indeed, let 
Z = (z,}F=, c X be such that for each w E R, F(w) f7 Z = F(w). For each 
k E Ed. o E R, it suffices to put .Y~(w) = z,!, if n is the smallest integer such 
that z, E F(w) and d(z,. -Y(W)) < l/k. By (2), for each k E N, there exists a 
strictly measurable mapping uk(.) such that Us E T(w, xk(w)). It follows 
from (1) that for each o E R the sequence (u,Ju)}F:, is relatively compact 
and the set L(w) of its limit points is contained in T(o,x(w)). By virtue of 
Proposition 2.1. the existence of a measurable section of the multimapping 
B tr T(o, x(w)) follows now by applying the Kuratowski-Ryll- 
Nardzewski’s selection theorem (see, e.g.. [4, Theorem III.61 to the 
multimapping L: w ++ L(o). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (f2, .S:‘) be a measurable space, X a metric space, 
F: J2 + 2’ a separable p-measurable multimapping taking compact values 
and let cp: Graph F -+ R’ be such that: 
1. for each o E R, q(w, .) is continuous on F(w) and q(w, x) = 0 for 
at least one point x E F(u); 
2. for each x E X, cp(a. .u) is .X-measurable on F-(x). 
Then there exists a strictly measurable section x(.) of F such that 
ql(u. x(u)) = 0 (Vu E a). 
Proof: Let Z = {zi}z,, be a countable subset of X such that for each 
u E Q, Z f’ F(u) = F(u). For each n E R\i, u E f2 put x(“‘(u) = xi, if i is the 
’ By a simple mapping we mean a mapping whose range is a most countable. 
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smallest integer such that xi E F(o) and ]q(w, xi)] < l/n. It is easily seen 
that x(“)(*) is well defined on R and is a simple measurable section of F. 
Therefore by Proposition 2.1 and the Selection Theorem [4] there exists a 
strictly measurable mapping x(.) such that for each w, x(w) is a limit point 
of (,Y’“‘(w)}~= i . Clearly, x(.( is a section of F and ~(w, x(w)) = 0 (Vo E f2). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (f2, .X), X be given as in Proposition 2.2; let 
F: R + 2x be a separable, p-measurable multimapping and let 
cp: Graph F + R ’ be such that: 
1. for each o E I2, ~(0, .) is continuous on F(o); 
2. for each x E X, cp(., x) is X-measurable on F-(x). 
Then a, is [X @ .9(X) n Graph F]-measurable (here we use the notation of 
14, Lemma IILZO]). 
ProoJ Let Z: (zi}E, be a subset of X such that for each w E f2, 
Z n F(w) = F(w). It is not difficult to see that ((w, x) E Graph F: cp(w, x) < 
a) = n:=, UE, Graph F f? [F-(Xi) X B,,,(xi)] n [q-((a + l/m, +a~), 
xi) x X] for any a E R’, where we used the following notations: 
II,,, = (x E X: d(x, xi) < I/m/ 
q((a + l/m, +oo), xi) = (w E F-(x,): (~(0, xi) < a + l/m). 
d being the metric in X. 
Note that in the case where X is separable complete, Proposition 2.3 is 
implicitly contained in [6]. 
3. FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR 
UPPER SEMICONTINUOUS RANDOM MULTIMAPPINGS 
Let X be a topological linear space. We denote by X’ the topological dual 
ofX;X,=(X,a(X,X’)); ( x’, x) is the value of x’ E X’ at x E X, int C is the 
interior of C in X, ri C is the relative interior of C c X, a,C, or aC, is the set 
{xEC:3hEX,3~,1O:x+~,h~Ct; (Vn E N) 
I;(X), or It(x), is the closure in X of the set J,(x) = U,\>,, A(C - x); N,(x) is 
the outward normal cone of C at x, i.e., 
N,(x) = (x’ E X’: (x’, u -x) < 0, vu E ct. 
If X is a Hilbert space, X’ wil be identified with X by the inner product in 
X. denoted also by (., . ). 
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Let C be a compact convex subset of a Hausdorff locally convex space X, 
P C - 2’ a multimapping. 
Introduce the following conditions 
I,(x) n f(x) f 0 (Vx E X). (3.1)+ 
-I,(x) f? f(x) # 0 (Vx E EC). (3.1)- 
(X + Z,(X)) n r(x) f 0 (Vx E C), (3.2)+ 
(x - Z,(x)) n T(x) # 0 (Vx E ac>. (3.2)- 
Y + Z,(X) n z-(x) f 0 (Vx E 8C and Vy E C). (3.3) 
Observe that if x E C\aC, then I,(x) =X, hence, these conditions are 
always satisfied. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (QA-‘) be a measurable space, X a locally convex 
Lusin or metrizable space, C a convex compact metrizable subspace of X, 
I-: Q x C + 2x a multimapping taking convex weakly compact values. 
Suppose that 
(i) for each w E f2, T(o, .) is weakly upper semicontinuous; 
(ii) for each x E C, r(.. x) is measurable. 
Under these assumptions tf T(w, .) satisfies condition (3. I)+ for each 
W E 0, there exists a measurable mapping x(e): R + C such that 
0 E qw, x(w)). 
Remarks. 
1. Assumption (ii) may be replaced by the following: 
(ii)’ There exists a subset D dense in C such that for each x E D, 
r(., x) admits a measurable section and for each x E aC, r(.,x) is 
measurable. 
It is easily seen that (ii)’ is weaker than (ii). 
2. Moreover, if r takes compact values, then in (ii) and (ii)‘, the 
measurability of r(., x) may be replaced by measurability in the weak sense. 
3. Theorem 3.1 is still valid if (3.1)’ is replaced by (3.1)). 
Remarks 1, 2 will be easily seen in the proof of the theorem. Remark 3 is 
obvious. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. 
I. Consider first the finite-dimensional case. Suppose that X = IR”. Since 
the Bore1 tribe is completely defined by the topology, we can suppose that R” 
is endowed with an inner product (., e). 
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Let S = conv(a,, a, ,..., a,} be the convex hull of (n + 1) afftnely 
independent vectors a,, a ,,..., u,. For each i = 0, n, let Di = conv{a,, a, . . . . . 
U,- 1, Ui+ 1 v**** a,} and let bi # 0 an inward normal of S at x E ri Di. 
For each p E N let QP be the (finite) set of all convex combinations of 
a,, u1 ,..., a, with the coeffkients being multiples of l/p. 
Every set of (n + 1) affmely independent elements of Q,, whose interior 
does not contain any element of QP is called a primitive subset of QP [8]. It 
is clear that all primitive subsets of QP have the same diameter d, which 
tends to zero as p + +oo. 
We shall utilize the following lemma which is a particular case of the 
Sperner-Scarf s-type theorem [ 8,9]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be given above, p E N and L: Qr + R” be such that 
for each i = 0, n, L(u) = bi for all a E ri Di. Then there exists a primitive 
subset A of Qr such that 0 E conv L(A). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (0,.X) be a measurable space, S the simplex given 
above. let I? R x S + 2K:” be a multimupping taking closed values in R”. 
Suppose that 
1. For each w E R, T(o, . ) is an upper hemicontinuous’ and for each 
xEriDi (i=O,n),T(w,x)36,. 
2. For each x E S, T( ., x) admits at least one measurable section. 
Then there exists a measurable mapping x(.): I2 -+ S such that 
0 E T(o, x(w)) (Vu E 0). 
Proof: Let p E N be fixed and let 
A?‘, A?‘,..., A@’ mP 
be the set of all primitive subsets of QP. For each j = 1, m,, let A?’ = {cf& 
f.P’ 
Cj, tY”‘3 c,?,!}. For each j = 1, m, and each k = 0, n, let us fix a measurable 
section J$!(.) of the multimapping r(., c,!;) in such a way that: 
(1) if cf; E ri Di for some i then $i 3 bi, 
(2) if c:i = cjY,\, is a common vertex of two primitive subsets A?’ and 
A,%” then ~!j(~) =y$‘,\.(.). The existence of such mappings J$‘:(.) is ensured 
by the hypotheses. Define now (n + 1) mappings x,“‘(a), xy’(.),..., $“‘(.) as 
follows: for 0 E 0, put 
(xIp)(u), xl”‘(w) )..., xpyu)) = (c$ c,y: )...) cy;, 
ifj is the smallest integer such that 0 E conv( J$‘~(o)}:=~. 
‘For this notion, see [I, 15.1.1. Definition I]. 
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The mappings x:‘(.) (s = 0, n) are well defined on R and are measurable. 
Indeed set, for each w E R, 
Y”,“‘(w) = conv{ yi(f;(wj};so, 
Ly’ = { 0 E a: 0 E YjqIo)}. 
(3.4 1 
BY definition, (C@‘(O), x\“‘(o) ,..., xjp’(o)) = (c,$, c,yi ,..., c,yJ for all 
0 E ~~Uj,jOi @‘. It remains to show that U,!:, 0,p’ = R and .n,“’ E Z’ 
(j= 1. m,). The first fact follows from Lemma 3.1 applied to the mapping 
L”“(w): cj$ ~ypi(o) (w E Q) which is well defined and satisfies, by the __ 
choice of $‘i(.) (j = 1, mP, k = 0, n), the hypotheses of this lemma. To show -- 
that .n,“’ E .K (j= 1, m,) it suffices to observe that for eachj = 1, m,, the 
multimapping w H y/y’(w) is measurable, because for each (L) E J2 the set of 
all convex combinations of J$$(w), $‘,‘(o),..., @i(w) with rational coef- 
ficients is dense in ‘P?‘(o) [4, Theorem 111.9]. 
From the construction of {x?‘( .)}C 0 it is clear that 
diam(#“(W),.... X?‘(U)} = d, -+ 0 (3.5) 
and 
0 E conv fi T(w, .X$‘(O)). (3.6) 
5=0 
According to Proposition 2.1 there exists a measurable mapping 
.u(.): R -+ S such that for each w E R, x(w) is a limit point of {x,@‘(w)}:=, . 
Let us show that 0 E T(o, X(W)) (VW E Ll). Let w E J2 be fixed. We have 
lim pE:l, xv’(o) =x(w) hence, by virtue of (3.5). lim,,,,:, x$“(o) =x(o) for - 
each s = 0, n, for some subsequence N’ of N. By virtue of (3.6) for each 
x’ E R” we have 
max d*(x’ ( f(0, xy’(~0)) >/ 0 (VP E N’), r=O,l...../l 
where 
6*(x' 1 A) 4 sup (x', x). 
Xf!A 
Therefore, there exists an integer so and a subsequence N” of N’ such that 
S*(s’ 1 f(0, x~‘(u))) > 0 for all p E N”. Since xi:‘(w) -*pEIE,,. x(w), it follows 
from assumption 1 that 6*(x’ ( T(w, X(U))) > 0. As x’ is arbitrary, we 
conclude that 0 E T(o, x(w)). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (Q, ,K) be a measurable space, C a convex compact 
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subset of R”, I’z R x C + 21L’” a multimapping taking convex compact values. 
Suppose that 
(1) for each o E Q, T(o, .) is upper semicontinuous; 
(2) for each x E C. r(-, x) admits at least one measurable section 
taking values in Z,(x). 
Then there exists a measurable mapping xi.): R -+ C such that 
0 E z-(0, x(w)) (Vo E f2). 
ProoJ Let S be a simplex in R” such that C’ = C + B, c int S, where 
B, = (J E R”: ]I J]] < I), ]I . ]I being the norm in R”; a,,, a ,,..., a,, be the 
vertex of S and Di = conv(a,, a ,,..., ai-,, a,, ,,..., a,}. 
Denote by bi (i = 0, n) a nonzero inward normal of S at x E ri Di. For 
each x E iFi” let a(x) = minYEc ]Jx --?‘]I and rcc(x) be the (unique) point in C 
such that (Ix - rrc(x)]l = a(x). For each (w, x) E R x IF?“, set 
F(w, x) = {u E T(W, q.(x)): (x - 7&K), u) < 0 
we have [S] 
qw, q-(x)) f-7 I&&)> = qo, x) V(W. x) E IR”. (3.7) 
Let us extend r over R x (S\C) as follows: 
f(w, x) = a(x) * (7c(X) - x) + (1 - a(x)) F(w, x) 
= -N&(x) 
where 
if 0 < a(x) < 1, 
if a(x)> 1, 
with 
N;.(x) = (v E N,,(x): p < (v, x - 7(x)) < y} 
/I= m&min[ 1, ,r$nO (bi,J’)], 
i=O.n 
(with anyj'+i) 
y = max max 
i=O.n 
1, 
By the hypotheses, on S and 
compact, f0. 
C’, /3 is strictly positive and N:.(x) is 
We now show that the multimapping r, defined on R X S, satisfies all 
assumptions of Lemma 3.2. Assumption I can be verified just as in the 
deterministic case [S]. Let now x E S be fixed. If 0 < a(x) < 1 then by virtue 
of (3.7) it follows from Assumption 2 of Lemma 3.3 that r(.,x) admits a 
measurable section. If a(x) > 1 then we can take as a measurable section of 
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f (., +u) any constant vector in --N;,(x). By Lemma 3.2, there exists a 
measurable mapping +u(.): 0 + S such that 0 E T(w, x(w)) (VW E Q). 
Moreover, we have in fact that x(w) E C (Vo E i2) [8]. 
Note that Lemma 3.3 is a strong form of Theorem 3.1 in the finite- 
dimensional case. Thus we have proved Theorem 3.1 in the finite- 
dimensional case. 
II. Suppose now that X is either Lusin, or separable metrizable (locally 
convex space). We shall need the following result due to Hoang Tuy [8, 91. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let X be a Hausdorfflocally convex space, let (X,},=, be a 
sequence of finite-dimensional spaces with dim X,, = n, and for each n E N, 
let P, be a linear continuous surjective mapping from X onto X,. Suppose 
that the following assumption is satisfied: 
If 14’r}Z, cx is such that 
Pn,(4’r) = 0 for a subsequence {nt}~, of N, i*) 
then every weak limit point of ( y,}t=, is zero. 
Let T be a weakly upper semicontinuous multimapping from a convex 
compact subspace C of X into X, taking convex compact values in X and let 
F,: p,(C) + 2xn be defined bJ 
F,(u)=convp,(U {F(x):~Ep;(u)nC}); 
let u, E p(C,) be such that 0 E F,(u,) and let x, E p;(u,) n C. 
Then every limit point x in X of the sequence (x, }T=, is a solution of the 
equation 0 E T(x). 
The proof of this lemma can be found in [8]. Using this lemma we now 
prove Theorem 3.1. Since X is either Lusin or metrizable separable, there 
exists a sequence { yb}z=, c X’ separating the points of X. Indeed, if X is 
Lusin, the existence of such a sequence is ensured by a lemma of L. 
Schwartz (see (4, Lemma III, 3.11). If X is separable metrizable, its 
completion X is a Polish space and again the existence of such a sequence 
follows from Schwartz’s lemma. 
Let (xh },“= , be a subsequence of { J$}:=, such that every its finite subset is 
linearly independent and such that 
Y (xi ) x; ,..., x:, ,... } = 2 { y; ) y; ,...) y:, ,... }, 
where Y(A) denotes the linear hull of A. It is clear that 
P(x{ ) x; ,..., x:, ... )= (j L/(x{ ,...) xb) 
II=, 
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and 9(x;, xi ,..., XL ,... ) separates the points of X. For each n E N, denote by 
Xn the n-dimensional space, consisting of all vectors of the form 
u = (a,, cl2 )...) an, 0, 0 )...) (cfi E L! ‘, i = 1, 2....) 
by p,: X+ X, the mapping defined by 
p,(x) = ((x;, x), (x;, x),..., (x:,, xj. 0, O....). 
Obviously, p, is linear continuous for the weak topology on X. By virtue 
of the linear independence of {XL}?=, , it follows from the Hahn-Banach 
theorem that p,, is surjective. Let us verify Assumption (*) of Lemma 3.4. 
Let (xI}~=i cX be such that p,,(x,) = 0 for some N’ = (nl}yz, c N and let x 
be a weak limit point of Ix,};“, i. We must prove that x = 0. Suppose the 
contrary that x # 0. Then there exists a 
f’ E Yi,” a ir/(x’l )..., x;/J 
for some 1,. which separates x and 0: 
(3, x) = E. > 0. 
But 
(3, x - x,,) < E. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
for some subsequence {Zj}Tz, of N. For any lj > njO we have (xi, xlj) = 0 
(Vi <j), hence (x’, xlj) = 0 (Vx’ E P&). In particular, (-U’. x$ = 0. which is 
impossible by virtue of (3.8) and (3.9). 
For each n E N, let C, =p,(C) and consider the multimapping 
Z,,: R X C, -+ 2xn defined by 
f,(w, u) = convpn U {T(w. x): x E p;‘(u) f7 C). 
We shall show that Z,, satisfies all assumptions of Lemma 3.3. 
Assumption 1 can be verified just as in the deterministic case [8]. Let now 
u E C, be fixed. Take any x E p;‘(u) n C. First note that Z(w. x) fJ Z,(X) is 
nonempty and complete. Let us show that the multimapping 
Ed c, I‘(o,x) r‘l Z,(x) admits a measurable section. Since Z(., x) is 
measurable, we have for each Bore1 subset B of X: 
By known results [5. Theorem for Lusin space: 4, Theorem III.6 for 
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separable metrizable space] there exists a measurable mapping ~(a): Q -+X 
such that 
?‘(a) E WfJ, x) c-7 I,(x) (Vu E Q). 
Moreover, in the case when X is metrizable, if r takes (strongly) compact 
values and for each x E X, r(., -u) is measurable in the weak sense, then 
for any closed subset F of X [4, Theorem III, 21. In this case the existence of 
such a mapping y(.) is also ensured (4, Prop. III.1 1, Theorem IILB] (this 
proves Remark 2, above). Since, obviously, U”(S) =p,, o J)(-) is a measurable 
section of w w m(w, U) r7 Icn(u), we see that Assumption 2 of Lemma 3.3 is 
satisfied. Therefore there exists a measurable mapping v,(.): C, -+ X, such 
that 0 E r,,(w, uJo)). Applying Proposition 2.2 to the function 
da. -xl = II P,(X) - P”(W)11 ((w x) E fl x C) 
we then obtain a measurable mapping x,(.): R -+ C such that 
p,(x,(o)) = L’,(W) (Vu E Q). By virtue of Proposition 2.1, there exists a 
measurable mapping x(.): Q + C such that for each o E G, -Y(O) is a limit 
point of (x,(o)};~ , . From Lemma 3.4, it follows that 0 E T(o,x(w)) 
(VW E l2). 
Thus Theorem 3.1 holds if X is either Lusin or separable metrizable. 
III. Suppose now that X is an arbitrary metrizable locally convex space. 
Let y be the closure of the linear space generated by C. It is clear that $! is 
separable. 
Define a multimapping i! D x C -+ 2 K by setting 
P(w, X) = ~(oJ, X) n y (V(w, x) E R x C). 
It is easily seen that I:(x) = I@) c jY for every x E C. Hence, for each 
w E l2, 
f((0, X) n I,(X) z 0 (Vx E C). (3.10) 
Since the topology uw, $7’) cincides with the topology induced by 
a(X, X’) in 9, for each w E R, f(o, -) is weakly upper semicontinuous. Let 
now x E C be fixed. For any Bore1 B of $7 we have 
f-(B,x)= (~ER:f(w,x)nB’ny} 
for some Bore1 subset B’ of X (4, Lemma 111.201. Hence f--(B, x) E -5. 
Thus I’(., x) is measurable. 
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If moreover, r takes (strongly) compact values then the measurability in 
the weak sense suffices to ensure that 
f-(F,x)= (wER:r(w,x)nF)E.x 
for any closed subset F in $? [4, Theorem 111.21. In this case, P(-, x) is also 
measurable [4, Prop. III.1 11. Thus, the multimapping P satisfies all 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 in the case where the underlying space is 
separable metrizable. As have been proved above, there exists then a 
measurable mapping x(a): f2 -+ C such that 
0 E f(w, x(w)) c r(w, x(w)) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
(VW E f2). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (Q,c%) be a measurable space with .Z’ complete, let 
X be a locally convex metrizable space, let C: 0 + 2’ be a separable 
multimapping measurable in the weak sense, taking convex compact values 
in X and P be an bveakly upper semicontinuous multimapping, random in the 
bveak sense, from the stochastic domain C into X, and taking convex compact 
values. 
Under these conditions, if for each w E R, T(w, x) c I,,,,(x) for ever?’ 
x E Z’(w) then I- admits a fixed point. 
For the proof of this theorem we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let (4,X‘) be a measurable space Gth .K complete, 
X = IF?“, C: 0 -+ 2R” be a measurable multimapping, fi Graph C + 2”” be a 
multimapping, taking convex compact values. Suppose that 
1. for each w E 0, T(w, -) is upper semicontinuous on C(w); 
2. for any measurable section x(.) of C, there exists a measurable 
mapping y(-): R + R” such that y(w) E T(w, x(w)) (VW E R). 
Under these assumptions, if for each w E R, T(w, x) c I,,,,(x) for ever> 
x E aC(w) then there e,xists a measurable section x(s) of C such that 
0 E r(w. X(W)) (v0 E n). 
Proof: First suppose that C(w) c B, (VW E Q). Let S be a simplex such 
that C’(w)=C(w)+B, tint S (VW ELI). For each (w,x)EO X R” let 
rc(w, x) be the (unique) element of C(w) such that 
I( x - 7z(w, x)1/ = mik, (Ix - u II 4 4% xl- 
Extend the multimapping r on R x S as follows: 
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f(w, x) = a(w, x) - (7r(w, x) -x) + (1 - a(o, X)) ’ f(w, 7r(o. x)) 
if 0 < a(w, x) < 1, 
= -N:,,,,(x) if a(w, x) > 1. 
where by Nb,,w,(~u) we denote the set 
with 
with an? jfi 
a,, bi (i = 0, n) having the same sense as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
The function a(w, X) is measurable in o [4, Theorem III.91 and 
continuous in x. Hence it is S 0 S(lR”)-measurable [4, Lemma III. 141. 
The mapping rr(w, x) is continuous in x (81 and measurable in w, since 
Graph rr( ., s) 
Further, it is easily seen that /3(.) and I’(.) are measurable. Hence the graph 
’ of the multimappmg w +P NctW) (x) belongs to X@ 2(R”), since 
Graph N:., . ,(.u) 
= ((w. 27) E a x R”: p(w) < (u, -?r(w, x) + x) < y(o)} 
n fi {(~,C)ERXIR”:(~~,X-~~(U~-W~)~O), 
i,j=l 
where in>)?;, is a countable subset dense in B, and (ui(.)}~=, is a sequence 
of measurable sections of C such that for each o E R, (ui(w)} iE, = C(o). 
Hence, Graph N& .,(x) E X @ 9(lR”). By Neumann’s selection theorem (see 
[4, Theorem III, 22]), N&.,(X) admits a measurable section. 
Let us now verify the assumptions of Lemma 3.2. 
Assumption 1 can be verified just as in the deterministic case [8]. Let now 
x E S be fixed, let pi be a measurable section of the multimapping 
w E+ T(w, ~(w,, x)) which exists by hypothesis, and let y?(.) be a measurable 
section of N1012,(. ,(x). The mapping 
J’(0) = a(w, x) * (7c(w, x) -x) + (1 - a(w, X)) . J’,(W) 
if 0<7c(w..Y) < 1, 
= -Jam if a(w,x) > 1 
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is obviously a measurable section of Z(., x). Thus all assumptions of Lemma 
3.2 are satisfied. By this lemma, there exists a measurable mapping 
?c(.): ~2 + S such that 0 E f(w, x(o)). It remains only to observe that 
-X(W) E C(w) (VW E a) [8 J. So the lemma has been proved for the case 
C(0) c B, (VW c f2). 
In the general case, we put 
‘C”) = ’ + i_lyF ll”i(u)ll~ . . . . 
where (ui(.)}iaj=, is a sequence of measurable sections of C such that 
{ui(u)} 2, = C(u) for each o E J2. Let C,(w) = (I/a(w)) C(w). Define 
Z,: Graph C, --* 2”’ by Z,(o. x) = Z(w, c(w) . x)) (V(o, x) E Graph C,). If 
-u(. ) is a measurable section of C, and ,,(a) is a measurable section of the 
multimapping 0 k-+ Z(w, c(o) . -Y(W)) (y(e) exists by hypothesis), then +v(.) is 
a measurable section of the multimapping u ++ Z,(u, x(u)). It is also clear 
that Z+,(u,~~) Zc,(~)(x) (Vx E aC, . (0)). Thus C, and Z, satisfy all 
assumptions of Lemma 3.5, and furthermore, C(u) c B, (Vu E Q). 
Therefore, there exists a measurable section u(e) of C, such that 
0 E f,(u, u(u)) = Z(u, o(u) . u(u)). To complete the proof of Lemma 3.5, it 
remains to put -f(u) = a(u) . u(u). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Suppose first that X is separable. Let X,, p,, be 
constructed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. For each n E-N, let us put 
C,: u b C,(u) =p,(C(u)), r,: (u, u) b m(u, u) = conv p, U (Qu, 3): x 
E p;‘(u) n C(u). C, is obviously measurable and for each u E 0, Z”(u, .) 
is upper semicontinuous on C,(u). Let now u(.) be a measurable section of 
C,. Applying Proposition 2.2 to the function 
rp(u7 *VI e II u(u) - P,(X)11 C-Y E C(u)), 
we obtain a measurable section x(.) of C such that u(u) =p,(x(u)) 
(Vu E f2). By the corollary of Proposition 2.1 there exists a measurable 
section J$-) of the multimapping u ++ Z(to, x(u)). It is clear that p,(x(u)) E 
Z,,(u, u(u)) (Vu E 0). Further, let u E R and u E C,(u). By hypothesis, 
Pn[r(u, x) 1 c P, LJ-4 1 = bn(w) (u) for every x E p; ‘(u) n C(u). Hence, 
rn(Ul u) = ZC,(“) (u). Thus C,, Z,, satisfy all conditions of Lemma 3.5. Hence 
there exists a measurable section u,(-) of C, such that 0 E Z,Ju, U,(U)). To 
complete the proof for the separable case we have only to repeat the last 
argument in the proof of Theorem 3.1 for the separable case. 
Let now X be an arbitrary locally convex metrizable space. Denote by Y 
the closure X of the linear space generated by UweR C(u). Clearly, Y is 
separable, and Z:,,,(x) = Z,‘,,,(x), hence, by hypothesis, 
z-(u, x) c Y (V(u, x) E Graph C). 
409/82.:2-I3 
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Thus, r viewed as a multimapping from Graph C into Y (endowed with 
the relative topology) satisfies all hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 in the case 
when the underlying space is separable. By the above, this concludes the 
proof of Theorem 3.2. 
We can now state some random fixed point theorems and random surjec- 
tivity theorems. 
THEOREM 3. la. 
1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, if for all w E Q, f(w. .) 
satisfies either condition (3.2)+ or condition (3.2) then there exists a 
measurable mapping x(.): R --) C such that x(o) E T(w, -K(W)) (‘do E l2). 
2. Suppose that 3 is complete. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, if 
for all o E Q, T(o, .) satisfies either condition (3.2) or condition (3.3) then 
for any measurable mapping y(.): R + C, there exists a measurable mapping 
x(.): B + C such that y(w) E T(w, x(w)) (VW E f2). 
THEOREM 3.2a. 
1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, if for all o E a, either 
f(o. x) c I,,,,(x) + x or T(w, x) c -IccW,(x) + x (Vx E X(o)) then there 
exists a (strictly) measurable section x(.) of C such that x(w) E T(w, X(U)) 
(VW E Q). 
2. Suppose that .x‘ is complete. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, if 
for all w E f2, either T(w, x) c -L,,,,(x) + x or T(w, x) c -Z,,,,(x) + J 
(Vy E C(w), x E C(w)), then for any measurable section y(.) of C there exists 
a strictly measurable section x(.) of C such that y(w) E T(w,x(w)) 
(VOJ E n). 
These theorems can be derived from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. respectively, 
just as in the deterministic case [ 1, 15.2, Theorems 3, 41. 
4. SOME GENERAL FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR 
CONTINUOUS RANDOM MULTIMAPPINGS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (Q, .%) be a measurable space, X a metric space, 
F: R -+ X a separable p-measurable multimapping taking compact values, r a 
continuous multimapping, strictly random in the weak sense, from the 
stochastic domain F into X such that for each w E R, the multimapping 
T(w, ’ ), deJined on F(o), has a fixed point. 
Then P has a fixed point. 
Proof Put q~(w, x) = d(x, T(w, x)) (V(o, x) E Graph F), where d is the 
metric in X. For each x E X, rp(-, x) is measurable on F-(x) [4, Theorem 
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111.91, and for each w E 0, ~(w, .) is continuous on F(w). Applying then 
Proposition 2.2 yields the desired result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (Q, Z) be a measurable space with Z complete, X a 
metric space F: Q -+ 2x a separable measurable multimapping, P a 
continuous multimapping, strictly random in the weak sense, from the 
stochastic domain F into X such that for each w E Q, T(w, .) defined on 
F(w). has a fixed point. Then P has a fived point. 
Proof: Let Z = {zn}Tz, be a countable subset of X such that for every 
o E R, Zn F(w) = F(w) and let Y be the completion of Z in the metric d in 
X. Denote by d the unique extension of d on Y. It is clear that F(w) c Y 
(VW E J?). Fr each x E Y, d(x, F(w)) is measurable, because it is the 
pointwise limit of a sequence (d(z,i, F(w)))?, of functions which are 
measurable [4, Theorem 111.91. Hence, F viewed as a multimapping from R 
into g is separable measurable. Therefore Graph F E s;! @ 5?(Y). It follows 
from the hypotheses on r, that the function &w, x) = d(x, Z(w, x)), which is 
defined on Graph F c R x Y, is continuous in x on F(w) and. for each 
s E Y. measurable in w on F-(x). By Proposition 2.3 
Since Y is a Polish space and the projection on of G coincides with R, it 
remains to appeal to Neumann’s selection theorem to conclude the proof. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (Q, 5%) be a measurable space with % complete, X a 
locally convex Suslin spacce, C a Lusin subset of X, r a weakly continuous 
random multimapping from (the deterministic domain) C into X taking 
convex weakly compact values in X. Under these hypotheses, if for each 
w E Q, T(w, .) has a fixed point, then r has aJxed point. 
Proof For each o E R. put 
~(0) = IX E x, x E r(w, X) 1. 
Let {x:}z, be a countable subset dense in X’ for the t(X’, X)-topology [4, 
Lemma 111.321. We have [4, Lemma III.341 
Q(W) = fi IX E c: (x;, X) G 6*(x; 1 r(w, x))t, 
n=, 
where S*(x’ ]A) denotes supxca(x’, x). Let G be the graph. of the 
multimapping @: w t+ a(w). We have 
G = iF, {(w, x) E R x c: (Xi, x) < 6*(x:, 1 r(w, x)). 
II=1 
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Since for each n E N, the function cp (w, X) 4 6*(x; 1 T(w, x)) is n 
measurable in co for every fixed x E C [4, Theorem III.371 and continuous in 
s for every fixed w E Q [4, Theorems 11.20, 11.21. Proof 11, we have 
((~,~)E~xC:~,(~.~U)-(.Y~.X)~O~E.X‘~~(C) [S. Theorem 1, 
Corollary 11. By virtue of (4.1). it follows that G E Z @ 5?(C). Since the 
projection on R of G coincides with 8, we appeal to the Aumann’s selection 
theorem (see (4. Theorem III.221 to conclude the proof. 
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